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Post-Forum Preliminary Report

Executive Summary

This report summarises the events of the one-day forum on “Community Broadcasting - Use
Podcasting To Maximum Leverage”, which took place on Thursday 26th August 2021 on
Zoom.

The industry forum achieved Broadcast Media Africa and its programme partner,
2GwanaMedia's mission to ensure that essential support is given to professionals and
practitioners of radio broadcasting and is made accessible. In turn, African professionals are
empowered to create, produce and bring forward social-impact content within the digital
broadcasting framework.

The online forum provided a platform to build industry capacity through the exchange of
ideas and information to assist practitioners in achieving professional excellence.

Through the forum, the panel and audience were able to engage on some of the hurdles
experienced across the continent and exchange ideas on how they have overcome them.

Key Topics Covered

● Successful strategies applied in converting from existing content delivery into
podcasting

● Commercialisation and sustainability of podcasting - How viable is this change in
the community broadcasting landscape?

● What are some of the models that can be adopted to a�ract advertisers?

● Can podcasting bridge the existing gap in the market for African language
broadcasting?

● Challenges faced by community broadcasters when producing podcasts



● Analysing the role of mobile operators in the deployment of podcasting services

Summary of Contribution From Resource Persons

Session One: Podcasting With Community Radio

Introduction
Ms Yonela Nxokwana, the Executive: Product Development at Broadcast Media Africa,
welcomed everyone to the third edition of the #CommunityBroadcastingAfrica, in
collaboration with 2GwanaMedia. The online forum titled ‘How To Successfully Leverage
Podcasts For Community Broadcasting’ under the umbrella theme of “Strengthening
Community Radio Broadcasting in Africa” was developed to allow radio broadcasting and
industry practitioners in the African continent to get to tackle strategies required to repurpose
community radio content for podcasting. Secondly, it is also for the practitioners to understand
the role of telecom organisations in podcasting services’ accessibility and sustainability and,
lastly, to delve into podcaster transformation experiences by exchanging ideas.

Ms Nxokwana addressed the need to develop an African narrative instead of referring to the
American experience where the barriers of entry encountered by the broadcasting industry are
not the same. “There is a need to grow together as Africa in order to move forward,” she
added. Africa is still withstanding the challenges of electricity and data, which the forum
explored.

Panel Discussion: Podcasting With Community Radio
Moderator: Rhys Torrington, the CEO at 2GwanaMedia, was the driver of the first
panel discussion scheduled for the day, which looked at ‘Podcasting With Community
Radio’. He opened up the session by defining podcasting as eavesdropping on a
conversation among two people in a coffee shop. The most prevalent themes during the
session were: the role of the mobile operators in the deployment of podcasting services,
what models can be adopted to a�ract advertisers, and lastly, whether podcasting could
bridge the existing gap in the market for African language broadcasting.



He raised the need for the continent to define what podcasting is for themselves by
taking into account hindrances specific to the sector in Africa.

He went on to say that there was a great need for broadcasters to truly understand
whether podcasting would assist or conflict with the mission of community radio. In
the same breath, he alerted to the danger of podcasting in being a platform where silos
are created because the content produced will end up reaching only the ears of
like-minded people. He opened the floor by asking panellists whether podcasting
compliments or is a competitor of community radio.

Panellists / Contributors:
Farida Idris, Group Commercial Director, Capital FM (Kenya)
Ms Farida Idris discussed how podcasting was still in its infancy in Kenya by using
experiences from Capital FM. There is still a long way to go before the African continent
can compete in the podcasting space on a global scale. Nonetheless, the demand is
there, and, according to observation, the medium is quite popular in urban areas.

When looking at community radio, one tends to understand it as a medium that serves
the marginalised and underserved communities. However, what podcasting does is that
it allows the less mainstream voices to connect with people by bringing to life issues
that are more taboo to talk about. In addition, podcasts, like catch-up radio, have
provided the opportunity to consume content on demand.

Content creators still need to be mentored in their craft, which is critical to get to the
point where advertisers are looking for slots in podcasts and the sector, allowing it to
become profitable. She noted audience segmentation as the science needed to back the
new medium by utilising more granular research.

Violet Molete, Acting General Manager: Policy, Research and Analysis, Independent
Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA)

Ms Violet Molete, who was representing the communication regulatory body of South
Africa during the session, mentioned that podcasting was not a medium regulated in
the country. She noted the issue of sustainability surrounding the community radio
broadcasting sector due to the inability to compete with commercial radio stations.



According to Ms Molete, the prior is due to community radio stations being used as
training grounds for practitioners looking to join commercial radio stations.

She emphasized podcasting and streaming as innovations that should not be used to
demolish the community radio broadcasting industry. She underlined the importance
of preserving community broadcasting, particularly because internet penetration in
South Africa is still prolonged, rendering podcast adoption in rural areas null and void.

Ms Molete concluded by saying that data costs are still a significant concern, and
telecommunications operators need to participate in the discussions.

Thabo "Tbo Touch" Molefe, Executive Director, International Institute of
Broadcasting (SA)
Mr Thabo "Tbo Touch" Molefe noted the acceleration towards podcasting as a result of
the global Covid-19 pandemic, which caused a pivot towards online radio and
podcasting due to reach and demand. In addition, the new wave in the media landscape
saw a lot of traditional media content migrating to online platforms, using social media
as an extension to get people to engage with content.

Like many panellists on the forum, Tbo Touch spotlighted data as a gateway to
accessing the content in the new world order. Undoubtedly, podcasts are an
unorthodox approach, but the reduction of data costs will help with the uptake of the
new medium. He mentioned the regulator's role as one that needs to become about
dealing with a more extensive virus, which is expensive data.

Access to data is the blueprint for how to evolve community radio broadcasting. Tbo
Touch also cautioned that community radio broadcasting is not prepared to change its
offering as long as data remains one of the most expensive items on the list of more than
half of South Africans. He went on to note that "data is increasingly becoming as
important as shelter. "

In looking at how to leverage podcasts for community broadcasting successfully, Tbo
Touch remarked that not "every community radio station can or should be remodelled
into a podcast, in response to the boom in the market regarding the medium.

Nduwueze Anyanwu| Managing Director | Hot FM



On the state of podcasting in Nigeria, Mr Nduwueze Anyanwu stated that the medium
was gaining popularity. From its beginnings as a platform for catch-up radio. The
ability to say more, go in-depth, uninhibited, unfiltered and unconstrained by standard
media time slots in terms of duration made it more favourable. Thanks to internet
culture, anyone with recording equipment, Wi-Fi, and an unpopular opinion can start a
podcast. Despite these advancements, podcasting in Africa is still difficult.

The above mentioned made entertaining or informing people more accessible. From a
commercial point of view, podcasting as a medium is eating into the commercial radio
landscape. Even though professionalism is still an issue, and the government not
developing infrastructure fast enough to support podcasting is an even more significant
challenge. Data costs are still quite exorbitant, which is what is needed for the growth of
podcasts in the continent.

In terms of advertising, podcasts are not exempted from the need to be niche. It is
sometimes the essence of some mediums, just as community radio stations were built
for specific people. Mr Anyanwu highlighted audience segmentation as a vital step
when approaching advertisers, stating that you can not run a Mercedes Benz
advertorial on a medium or community radio station where the listeners are more
interested in knowing where they can find milk in a sachet.

Session Summary
● The need to define what podcasting is to the African continent
● Telecommunication operators  being a part of the conversation when speaking on the

adoption of podcasting in Africa
● Extensive exploration on the barriers of entry
● Data issues as a hindrance to the growth of the sector
● Traditional broadcasting will still dominate in the broadcasting industry
● The need to craft the art of storytelling

======================================================================

Session Two: How To Make Money From Podcasting

Introduction
Ms Yonela Nxokwana introduced the second session, which looked at “How To Make Money



From Podcasting”.

Ms Nxokwana referenced some of the issues raised in the preceding session regarding the
growth hinders across the African continent. To counter these staggers, Yonela referred to
collaborations as a key to bring forth change.

Panel Discussion: How To Make Money From Podcasting
Moderator: Ms Jabulisile Tugwana, the Director of Philanthropy & Partnerships,
2GwanaMedia, moderated the second session. Ms Tugwana opened by welcoming all
guests, and on behalf of 2GwanaMedia, the collaborating partner for the event shared
how proud and fruitful the partnership for this programme series has been.

She further proceeded to open the floor for the panellists to introduce themselves.

Panellists / Contributors:
Jedi Ramalapa | Editor In Chief | Sound Africa
Ms Ramalapa acknowledged the power of podcasting in Africa and across the globe.
However, she highlighted various elements that podcasters may need to tap into in
order for podcasting to be recognised for the power it holds.

Ramalapa brought to light the amount of work and research that is required to go into
the craft. She described podcasting as a production of journalistic storytelling and not
just conversation behind a mic. Jedi also shared various steps that can be taken in order
for Africa to progress within the podcasting space.

Some of the steps she highlighted include podcasting workshops to teach those of
interest how to do research, structure content, and work the mic, amongst other things.

With all being said, Jedi agreed with the panellists who stressed the long road that
Africa still need to embark on. She further noted that the current danger with
podcasting is the silos that have been created, which limit the existence of various
opinions which would reflect the view of the people as a whole, not just a tiny segment.

Jedi then called for Africans to produce African content which focuses on what’s
happening in Africa. Then, by creating a unique product, the industry can grow and be



able to negotiate accordingly.

Ken Ansah | Chief Operating Officer | The Multimedia Group
Mr Ansah highlighted planning as an essential and most critical element to podcasting,
especially when converting linear content to podcasts. According to Ken, content needs
to be engaging; therefore, the time it takes to curate the content will reflect in the final
product.

Ken also noted the limited concentration span that has been recognised in the new-age
consumers. He then referenced how well-curated items are able to capture even the
limited-concentration span audience.

When it comes to monetisation, one has to think beyond just curation and creation of
content. The promotion of podcasts is just as vital as ensuring that the podcaster
connects with the listeners and prospective listeners.

In addition, the relevance of content is key. Community radio stations hold an upper
hand in this element as they already have an audience. This can be used to be the best of
advantages when it comes to the creation of revenue. With a following, it means you are
able to approach advertisers to invest in your product. Additionally, existing
community radio has an opportunity to utilise existing linear content and adapt it into a
podcast. This means that community radios have li�le to invest in when it comes to
starting up podcasts.

Ken also highlighted that content value is measured by consumption value.

Gavin Kennedy | Founder and CEO | Solid Gold
Gavin Kennedy opened by reflecting on where one would need to start when building a
podcast. First, according to Gavin, one would need to develop their audience prior to
thinking about profits. Next, Gavin brought to light the unspoken challenges podcasters
face, noting that revenue generation was one of the most complex acts in the podcasting
space.

He then advised podcasters to value their offering. By valuating, the podcaster would
then understand their value and utilise that information when sourcing sponsorship.



According to Kennedy, there is an opportunity to reshape podcasting for it to speak to
Africa. However, he also highlighted the adoption of an American operating style as
one of the significant hurdles, stating that Africa needs to avoid borrowing models from
the west.

He added that creating content takes time. This skill needs to be acknowledged and be
recognised as worthy of monetisation. Persons in podcasting need to reach a peak
whereby consumers understand that many resources go into creating content, and
therefore, podcasts cannot be free of charge.

Tiffany Mugo | Media Consultant | Freelancer
Tiffany reiterated the panel's points, agreeing that Africa is behind, gaging audiences is hard,
ge�ing advertisers is hard. She then called for podcasters to implore different models outside of
advertising to raise money.

She shared various experiences that she has witnessed on how podcasters are raising money.
She highlighted multiple activities ranging from selling merchandise and creating exclusive
podcasts, which either earn revenue from tips or subscriptions.

She further advised podcasters to be patient, innovative and to be comfortable with the African
content style. Additionally, she called on African content creators to figure out how to navigate
the African content space.

Session Summary
● All panellists acknowledged the rugged terrain that podcasters need to navigate
● The session also reiterated the demanding environment when it came to revenue

building
● It was highlighted that research and planning are essential in building consumable

content
● African podcasters need to explore an African way of doing things
● There is still a long way to go; however, working together and creating unique products

will assist the continent to achieve
● Traning for community radio practitioners is needed in order for them to leverage their

content and resources and enter the podcasting space



Conclusions, Take-Aways and Recommendations

- Collaborations and meetings such as the current one are needed
- Africans need to work out models that work for Africans
- Get buy-in from telcos in order to bridge barriers such as data accessibility


